Fabric pattern is a folk art of artificial fabrics pattern design which includes apparels (known as clothes and hats), and crafts (known as carpets and tapestries). Although image processing, information retrieval and data mining have made a large impact on many human endeavors, they never had an impact on the study of the fabric image. In this paper we will present the reasons for this, and introduce a novel similarity measure and algorithm (Pattern Similarity Measuring Algorithm (PSMA)) which allows efficient data mining for large collections of fabric image. PSMA, the effectiveness of which is proved be experiment test, is an image similarity measurement algorithm that achieves the machine-learning based theory via the gradient descent algorithm with multidimensional linear regression.
Introduction
The fabric patterns of Chinese minority nationalities have a long history, which are very important in the daily lives among some minority nationalities. The data mining tools for these fabric patterns can provide a lot of potential knowledge about the national minority culture, and can play a significant role in protecting and succeeding the cultural heritage. Fabric pattern is an archaeological term for the artificial fabrics pattern design, including apparels known as clothes and hats, and crafts known as carpets and tapestries.
Fabric patterns are one of the earliest ways of peoples' abstract thinking, and a true hallmark of humanity. They provide a rich amount of information on several different dimensions, which as an aesthetic expression is far beyond their practical value. Other similar cultural heritage such as rock art also has the same effect. Studies of rock art can show some implications beyond anthropology and history. For example, a recent study has postulated the existence of an species of extinct Australian bat based on extraordinarily detailed pictographs that is known to be at least 17, 500 years old [1] ; In a similar way, fabric images have been used in studies of the climate change, and the changing inventories of species in the Dampier Archipelago from the Pleistocene to the early Holocene period have been reconstructed partly thanks to fabric evidence [2] . However, the research on fabric images is not relatively much. Li [3] proposed two models named MFGSM and MFPSM to describe the minority fabric pattern genes and minority fabric patterns as for the semi-structured storage of the Xingjian fabric patterns. Zhao [4] put forward a segment algorithm based on the edge morphological transform for colorful fabric images. Firstly, color space transformation is implemented.
Xinjiang ethnic fabric patterns are artistic treasures in the Chinese culture. And it would be a great contribution to protecting, inheriting and carrying the folk culture including fabric patterns to generate folk fabric patterns automatically via computers. An obvious thing to do with such an image to place in a cultural background is to see if a similar image exists among the many petroglyphs in the region. Thus, we began this project with careful considerations of the shape similarity. And the image properties that the similarity measurement for images depends on are not all the same, either. The current common-used quantization algorithms are: the ones using Clustering Method such as k-mean [5] , LBG Algorithm [6] , ISODATA Algorithm [7] and so on, the central idea of which is to pick k samples as the initial clustering center, and then other samples will be gathering towards the center. As a result, a new classification is created and will be modified till it meets the requirements if it does not after the creation.
Also, there is another type of quantization algorithm using color spaces such as the unified quantization method [8] , which divides the color space and select a color table with well-distributed red, blue and green as the palette colors and then replace each pixel with the color in palette according to the closest color principle, and the median splitting method [9] . Fig. 1, (b) is the result after the image maximum of (a). We can also have the description matrix in (b) according to the grid fuzzification process in (c).
Definition 3 When we want to measure the similarity between (a) which is used as a standard and (b) which we want to find out its similarity level to (a), we call (a) the Standard drawing and (b) the Measuring drawing.
In this way, not only less information will we record but also we can describe the shape of the image roughly. When n=100, it reaches the highest accuracy level to describe the shape of the image, which means we can describe the image precisely. That is to say, the bigger n we set the more accurate matrix of the image we can get.
PSMA Principle
In order to measure the similarity between two images, we need to maximize and grid fuzzifier each image so that we can get the most overlap parts between those two images. But due to the uncertainty of the shape and size of each image, we cannot make sure that two images have a relatively high overlap ratio after the maximization and grid fuzzification. In Fig. 3, (a) is used as the standard drawing, (b) and (c) are the measured drawings. Apparently, comparing to (c), (b) is more similar to (a). But if we just take overlap ratio into consideration, (c) is more similar to (a) than (b) is. So the conclusion is that it is not rational to just take overlap ratio into consideration when comparing the similarity between images.
Therefore, we should take three influencing factors into consideration when taking similarity measurements.
1. The number of overlap squares (C); 2. The distance variance between non-overlap squares (D);
The difference of the number of grids the two images occupy (Called extra grids R).
After image maximization, the number of grid that the image has is going to change, so the influencing factors should be calculated after the image deformation. And the influencing factors are (N is the number of black square in compared image): 
The value of y in the similarity measurement formula is unknown before training. Thus, the value of y in the training set is recorded by the inequality of each other. And if y > 0, the two images are similar to each other, otherwise they do not.
Pattern Similarity Measuring Algorithm (PSMA)

Image Maximization Algorithm
When we are implementing the Image maximization algorithm, we should scale, move and rotate the image continuously until the maximization accomplished because of the randomness of the position of the image center. Also, because the original image cannot be bigger than the canvas, the scale option means only enlarging is included.
Assuming that the distance between the top of image and the top of the canvas is Up, the distance between the bottom of image and the bottom of the canvas is Down, the distance between the left side of image and the left side of the canvas is Left, and the distance between the right side of image and the right side of the canvas is Right.
Algorithm implementation:
Step 1 If U p = Down and Lef t = Right in the chosen image, take Step 3; otherwise make U p = Down and Lef t = Right by moving the center of the image and then take Step 2.
Step 2 Enlarge the image and make sure that one side of the picture coincide with the corresponding side of the canvas and no parts of the image exceed the canvas.
Step 3 Rotate the image and record the angle of the rotation. After one degree of clockwise rotation, execute i = i + 1 and take Step 4.
Step 4 Algorithm ends when i = 360. At this time the image maximization should be done, otherwise take Step 5.
Step 5 If there is a certain part of the image that exceeds the boundary of the canvas, we should move the image until U p = Down and Lef t = Right. If there is still a part of the image exceeding the boundary of the canvas, take Step 3. If no parts of the image overlap the boundaries of the canvas, take Step 2 and mark i = 0.
Image Grid fuzzification
First we should define the dimension of the image before the grid fuzzification. If dimension is n, the image can be equally divided into nn squares with the size unchanged. And by analyzing how many grids of the canvas the image occupies via pixels, we can use an nn matrix to describe the situation, and a i,j to describe the information of row i, column j.
Algorithm implementation:
Step 1 Divide the image into nn squares with the same size.
Step 2 Check the squares of the image from a 1,1 to a n,n , if there are any pixels in the square, we mark a i,j = 1 otherwise mark a i,j = 0.
Step 3 After checking all the squares, the algorithm ends and generates matrix J.
The Calculation of the Influencing Factors of PSMA
Before calculating the influencing factors of PSMA, we need to match the two images and adjust the measured drawing in order to make sure the grid fuzzification matrix of the measured drawing can match with Standard drawing as much as possible.
Definition 4 In order to make sure the grid fuzzification matrix of the Measured drawing can match with Standard drawing as much as possible, we need to rotate and narrow the measured drawing, and make sure that the measured drawing is inside the canvas at the same time. This operation is called the matchinglization of the measured drawing.
Algorithm for the Similarity Training and Measuring
The basic process of the similarity training algorithm is to calculate − → α that is the parameter of the similarity measurement according to a limited training set. The training results of − → α can be regarded as a set because of the unequal relationship in the result set of the training set.
According to Section 2 we can see that the final formula for the n-dimensional gradient descent algorithm can be defined as − → α = (x T x) −1 x T y. But in the image oriented similarity training algorithm, y is a set vector, so the formula needs to be redefined as (
x − → α = y, and we can obtain the result training set of − → α :
With the result the original training set already calculated, add a new training result. And regard the new training result as a training set, then the training result set of − → α can be figured out. After taking an intersection for the result and the original training result set, the final result is in.
Definition 5 When the training result set is empty, screen the result set. Then make sure that the result set is not null at the cost of deleting the limitations as little as possible. This process is called the Result Set Correctness.
After the training set reaches a certain size, there may be a chance that the intersection is empty. This is when we should correct the result set in order to obtain the training result.
After obtaining via the similarity training algorithm, we can calculate the result of similarity measurement by Eq. (1).
Algorithm implementation:
Step 1 Maximize the standard drawing and measured drawing.
Step 2 Match the measured drawing with the standard drawing and record the final match value.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Take a test in a database which has 131 patterns. First select three patterns which have no similarity to the other two. Then measure the similarity of image A, B and C using PSMA, we can obtain three groups of comparing result, as shown in Fig. 4 . Group A is sorted manually, group B is sorted after a small amount of trainings (20 times), and group C is sorted after a relatively large amount of trainings (100 times).
According to the comparing result above, we can assume that there is no obvious connection between training times and training results. But we can still guarantee that most of the results in manual sort can be obtained. Currently the images which are in the front of the manual sort are sure to be shown in the result of the algorithm and the sorting order is basically consistent with the training results in the training set. Thus, we can come to a conclusion that this algorithm not only has the function of measuring the similarity but also can generally represent the actual manual sort, which means the algorithm has the Learnability.
As shown above, the first row addresses the Bass clef followed by six samples; the second row shows the Treble clef followed by six samples; the third row describes the Alto clef followed by six samples, in which the last three are very different from the first three. After sorting the pattern library given by Li [3] using PSMA, we can compare the result we obtain with the manual training one and calculate the accuracy rate of the grouping and then we will make a comparison with other algorithms. The results are shown in Table 1 . Although the accuracy rate of PSMA is not the highest, the main purpose of the algorithm is to sort similar patterns, and the result after the training is always larger than the manual training. Also, the first several of the sort result of PSMA are basically the same as the manual training result. Thus, the PSMA can be more accurate than other algorithms in the perspective of sorting.
Conclusion
This paper represents the Pattern Similarity Measuring Algorithm (PSMA), which is for the intelligentization of sorting and grouping the pattern similarity. PSMA has achieved the intelligentizing process of the pattern grouping and sorting by machines. It also has managed to match any pattern perfectly via the grid fuzzification and maximization of patterns, then finds the pattern that meets the matching requirements by calculating the matching result. Through the test of the PSMA, we can summarize that the sorting result and the training set are of a relatively strong similarity and high accuracy on grouping.
Nevertheless, it is not of good efficiency, so it would be time consuming when we define the similarity level between two patterns with a large pattern database, which means the improvement on the efficiency is significant in the future work. Also, it remains to be a big question if the training result set of a pattern library can be the one for other pattern libraries. If this can be achieved as well, PSMA will be an algorithm with much more practical value.
